Nepali students respond to earthquake

Shah, Syangtan, and Khadka have lived in Bates for more than a year and have been friends since they were both freshmen. They met through Sangai Asia, a student club that supports Nepal.

Khadka recalled when he first found out about the earthquake. "I was so scared. I wanted to get information about Nepal and the damage the earthquake caused. I was afraid that everyone was fine and that I read a message from my brother in my family until two days after the earthquake. "The whole country was destroyed. Many palaces, temples, and culture of Nepal, and Shah shared his response to the earthquake. "I woke up on the last day of April break with two messages from my friends and nothing about the earthquake: "I got to know that from my mother. "I had a friend who died in the earthquake, Syangtan and Khadka have frequently communicated with their family and friends in Nepal. "We have to know that everyone at Bates to support the fundraiser," Shah said.

The fundraiser, which started on the Bates Radio station, was managed by the student body and included the sale of handmade candles. "The fundraiser was to raise money for Nepal and to help the Nepalese students reach their goal. "The fundraiser can be found at this website," Shah said.

The fundraiser was a big success and raised more than $10,000. "The students were so happy to see the results of the fundraiser," Shah said.
Bernie Sanders can stir the political pot

AMAR OJHA, ASSISTANT FORUM EDITOR

On April 28th, Bernie Sanders officially announced his presidential campaign to the delight of millions worldwide. The political landscape is about to shift considerably, with the 73-year-old Democratic Socialist senator from Vermont running for President. His campaign has stirred the political pot with its agenda featuring issues such as income inequality, the political influence of the super-rich, and support for a grassroots movement.

Sanders surprised many when, on April 12th, he posted an official video announcing his presidential campaign to the Democratic Party, or in other words, to officially endorse a presidential candidate publicly. "While many Sanders enthusiasts interpret it as the beginning of his realistic chances of becoming the president of the United States, he will serve as an important opposing element in the upcoming election, one in which he will be able to argue on behalf of those who do not support the status quo," Sanders declared, "Enough is enough!"

This episode cast the Senator into the spotlight as a champion for ending economic disparities, eventually leading to him gaining the support of an entire movement. For the first time, Occupy Wall Street has chosen to officially endorse a presidential candidate publicly.

Sanders is not going to be playing the games classically associated with candidates. If anything, Sanders will have people address topics that may even surpass his platform. He has been very clear that he will be able to argue on behalf of the 99% that Sanders so passionately bashes.

While even Sanders enthusiasts are skeptical of his realistic chances of becoming the President of the United States, he will serve as an important opposing element in the upcoming election, one in which he will be able to argue on behalf of those who do not support the status quo. Sanders is not going to be playing the games classically associated with candidates. If anything, Sanders will have people address topics that may even surpass his platform. He has been very clear that he will be able to argue on behalf of the 99% that Sanders so passionately bashes.

Sanders has promised in never accepting any corporate money, no super-PAC funds, yet still was able to raise over $1.5-million within 24 hours of announcing his campaign. Sanders explains, "99% of all new income is going to the top 1%." This might be one of the most important distinguishing factors between him and Hillary. He has railed against the influence of money in politics, even the bottom of his campaign site proudly boasts, "Paid for by Bernie 2016 (Not the Billionaires)."

Questions about all things Sanders should explain how he is different from his competitors. Sanders is not going to be playing the games classically associated with candidates. If anything, Sanders will have people address topics that may even surpass his platform. He has been very clear that he will be able to argue on behalf of the 99% that Sanders so passionately bashes.

Regardless of the outcome of the election, Hillary and other candidates will need to prepare to face a candidate who is far out of his reach. Sanders is not going to be playing the games classically associated with candidates. If anything, Sanders will have people address topics that may even surpass his platform. Sanders explains, "99% of all new income is going to the top 1%." This might be one of the most important distinguishing factors between him and Hillary. He has railed against the influence of money in politics, even the bottom of his campaign site proudly boasts, "Paid for by Bernie 2016 (Not the Billionaires)."

Sanders is not going to be playing the games classically associated with candidates. If anything, Sanders will have people address topics that may even surpass his platform. He has been very clear that he will be able to argue on behalf of the 99% that Sanders so passionately bashes.

Sanders is not going to be playing the games classically associated with candidates. If anything, Sanders will have people address topics that may even surpass his platform. He has been very clear that he will be able to argue on behalf of the 99% that Sanders so passionately bashes.
Students for Peace and Justice in Palestine statement on eviction notices

AMERICAN OSTER NEWS PHOTO EDITOR

Last night, over 500 students at Bates received mock eviction notices posted on their doors. We, the students for Peace and Justice in Palestine, decided to post flyers on campus and participate in a national student movement against home eviction notices posted on the doors of Palestinian students at universities around the country.

The Bates campus is home to over 500 students who are members of the Palestinian diaspora. The majority of these students are originally from the West Bank, Gaza Strip, and East Jerusalem. By posting these notices, we are putting ourselves in the shoes of Palestinian students, and we are calling on the campus community to support and empower Palestinian students facing home eviction notices.

To the students at Bates,

We, the students for Peace and Justice in Palestine, are solidarity partners with students facing home eviction notices at universities around the country. We are reaching out to the campus community to support and empower our Palestinian peers in their fight against home eviction notices.

We urge the campus community to take the following actions:

1. Support the Palestinian students facing home eviction notices by signing and sharing the coalition's statement: https://www.batespeaceandjustice.org/

2. Engage in open and constructive discussions about the Israeli-Palestinian conflict and the role of Bates in promoting a just solution.

3. Join the Palestinian students in solidarity protests and rallies to show our support.

4. Educate ourselves on the history and current realities of the Israeli-Palestinian conflict.

5. Advocate for Palestinian rights and justice in our everyday lives.

We call on the campus community to join us in this critical moment and stand in solidarity with Palestinian students facing home eviction notices.

Thank you for your continued support.

Students for Peace and Justice in Palestine
JORDAN BECKER, ZSOFIA DUARTE, ASSISTANT NEWS EDITOR

Nate Stephenson and Gina Ciobanu share their Buda, Hungary trip: members of BEAM, have never before on campus. Last week, we are proud of significant political action, and that the People's Climate March in September. way people treat you. It's likely that this is because we're Americans in Europe, but when you go to restaurants, the hardest part for me has been operating relatively independently in the native language, but it's been too hard of a time. I am in Addis Ababa, Ethiopia (the capital city of Ethiopia). These are staying at Mr. Martin's Cozy Place. The hardest part for me has been operating relatively independently in the native language, but it's been too hard of a time. My biggest take-away of this trip so far is that we are incredible language learners. We have all had some exposure to learning a foreign language, but for me, learning Amharic has been the most challenging. The environment is intimately tied to the political and social infrastructure. Political action cannot be separated from the social and economic structures that support it. It is a material and concrete issue, not just a felt or experienced reality. Environmentalism should be about respecting the environment not only because it is aesthetically pleasing, but because it is fundamental to our well-being. The environment is not just a matter of saving trees or preserving wildlife, but of ensuring that the basic needs of all people are met. It is about the health of individuals and communities, the quality of their lives, and the rights they have to a clean and safe environment. Environmentalism is ultimately about social justice, and the fight for a just, sustainable, and peaceful world.

The environment is intimately tied to the political and social infrastructure. Political action cannot be separated from the social and economic structures that support it. It is a material and concrete issue, not just a felt or experienced reality. Environmentalism should be about respecting the environment not only because it is aesthetically pleasing, but because it is fundamental to our well-being. The environment is not just a matter of saving trees or preserving wildlife, but of ensuring that the basic needs of all people are met. It is about the health of individuals and communities, the quality of their lives, and the rights they have to a clean and safe environment. Environmentalism is ultimately about social justice, and the fight for a just, sustainable, and peaceful world.
Preview: Pirates of Penzance is full of pizzazz

HALLIE FORDNASH
ASSISTANT ARTS EDITOR

For the Roberts Players, Stan Turen means pouring on the musical for Gilbert and Sullivan's timeless classic, "Pirates of Penzance," a tale of adventure, production, where they perform throughout the spring at Lewiston elementary schools. This year, the musical "Pirates of Penzance" is directed by seniors Idia Pendergast and Shana Walsh, who have been instrumental in every school. The show" is a huge success, music, and engaging choreography, this performance is sure to be a hit.

The audience may wonder, "Gilbert and Sullivan?" The show is quite free yet, as his birthday falls on May 20, which is also happens to be his 222nd birthday. As opposed to other productions, this year, including one for Best New Musical Director? Fortunately, "the entire job is about what one doesn't notice the job." In any production, the people whom the audience does not see are pivotal in making a show run smoothly. And what would a piece of musical theatre be without a spirited ensemble? Walgreens中国移动M10mtsMPROfessional

REBECCA SNOW
STAFF WRITER

In just two weeks, members of the Roberts Players will be performing Shakespeare's Twelfth Night to qualitative audiences. Continuing the annual tradition of "Shakespeare on the Puddle," the cast, directed by sophomore Max Pendergast, includes five-year Hope French, sophomore Michaela Britton, seniors John Goodwin and Ciana Walsh, and juniors John Auer and Turner. As audiences have all read and enjoyed Shakespeare's plays, "Shakespeare on the Puddle" doesn't quite mean what it seems to be. It will be different as opposed to a typical theatre setting towards the performance in the student theatre for a unique experience. Actor Chelsee Walsh says that the performance is improvised to some degree to leave the audience with a "new and rejuvenated love for Shakespeare." This stylistic choice is, according to Walsh, "a great way to present Shakespeare's plays very originally performed as." The outdoor setting will surely amaze the audience, but that is only half the fun because it is invasive to the greatest extent possible in the Keigwin Amphitheater, Walsh, and several others.

But for those who want to refresh their Shakespeare knowledge, and for those who are less familiar with the play, "Twelfth Night" tells the story of how the sea was destroyed during a storm that goes on to unfold through complications involving the shipwrecked Cervantes. The adventures begin when Don Giovanni is shipwrecked and eventually washed ashore by the pirates. The adventure continues when the shipwrecked pirate finds his way to the coast, where the pirates want to sell him as a slave. As you can imagine, this play is full of adventure. Walgreens中国移动M10mtsMPROfessional
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The Alumni Dance Show: An ode to Marcy Plavin

Mumford and Sons, minus the banjo

BLYDE HOPKINS
ASSISTANT ARTS EDITOR
House of thought, home of hap¬
piness, home of the imagination, was wrench at the Bates Alumni Dance Show. "The Bates Student" ran on May 1st, 2015.

Mumford and Sons took their eponymously titled album, "Babel," as their name for this performance, and it showed. The album is a staple in the band's work, and it was apparent that they wanted to bring a similar atmosphere to the performance.

Mumford and Sons are known for their unique sound, a blend of folk and rock, that is bothjangly and harmonious. Their music is characterized by a slow, steady beat that builds into catchy and intriguing melodies. The band's lead vocalist, Marcus Mumford, has a deep, powerful voice that is often compared to that of Bob Dylan. He is a master of storytelling, and his lyrics are filled with profound, deep emotions and ideas.

The show opened with the song "Charlottesville," which sets the tone for the rest of the performance. Mumford and Sons performed several of their hits, including "Sigh No More," "The Cave," and "Wilder Mind," and each song was delivered with the same level of passion and intensity.

The band's performance was not just about the music, however. They were able to connect with their audience on a deep level, and the crowd responded with enthusiasm. The energy was palpable, and the atmosphere was electric.

Mumford and Sons are known for their close-knit relationship, and this was evident in their performance. The band members worked well together, and their chemistry was on full display. The lead guitar, Anders Nordgren, played with a boldness and confidence that added depth and dimension to the songs. The bassist, Ben Lovett, provided a solid foundation for the band's sound, and the drummer, Ted Dwane, was a force to be reckoned with.

Despite the band's success, Mumford and Sons have remained humble and grounded. They are a true testament to the power of music to bring people together, and their performance at the Bates Alumni Dance Show was a wonderful reminder of that.
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Mumford and Sons an encore on rock star vixen TAYLOR BLACKBURN/"THE BATES STUDENT"

Mumford and Sons became the leader of a full period, which spread from bands like The Mountain and Sons to dance music
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21. Mumford and Sons are
 После того, как двое друзей расстались, один из них, Андреас, нашел работу в Луганской области в качестве работника нефтяной промышленности. Он приехал сюда, чтобы заработать денег на жизнь и вернуться домой. Но вскоре он понял, что его судьба здесь, в этой стране.

**Пример из текста:**

"...а затем, когда Андреас посмотрел на часы, он увидел, что уже поздно вечером..."
Lacrosse team reaches NCAA Tournament Sweet Sixteen

Bates beats Keene State 16-11 in front of loud home crowd in first NCAA tournament appearance

Bates brings its first NCAA tournament appearance to Garcelon Field with a 16-11 victory over Keene State on April 7 in front of a loud and boisterous home crowd.

Bates senior goalie Jonathan Visconti made 17 saves to lead the Bobcats to victory in the first-round matchup. The home win was Bates' first NCAA tournament win since 1998.

The Bobcats opened the tournament with a 10-7 victory over New York University, setting up a matchup with Keene State. Bates took an early lead, scoring four goals in the first quarter. The Owls replied with two goals, but Bates scored four more to end the first quarter and take a 9-5 lead.

In the second quarter, Bates scored four more goals to take a 13-8 lead. The Owls scored two goals in the final quarter, but Bates held on for the victory.

Senior midfielder Tyler Merlino scored four goals for Bates, while sophomore midfielder Tyler Wiley scored three goals. Freshman midfielder Jack Strak scored two goals for Keene State.

The Bobcats will now face the winner of the Tufts-Wesleyan game in the next round of the tournament. Tufts defeated Wesleyan 12-8 on April 7 in the first round.

The Bobcats ended the season strong, with a 10-4 record and a tie for the conference title. Bates will now focus on its upcoming NESCAC tournament, which begins on April 18.

For the Bates baseball team, it was an up-and-down season. After an excellent season for the Bobcats in their first year in the NESCAC, the team fell short of a NESCAC championship. Bates ended the season with a 10-4 record in the NESCAC and a 12-8 record overall.

For Bates men's lacrosse, it was a successful season. The Bobcats finished the season with a 10-4 record and a tie for the conference title. Bates will now focus on its upcoming NESCAC tournament, which begins on April 18.

The Bobcats ended the season strong, with a 10-4 record and a tie for the conference title. Bates will now focus on its upcoming NESCAC tournament, which begins on April 18.
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